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ABSTRACT 

In order to give some guidance for the optimization 
of shop entrances regarding comfort and energy 
savings, a project was launched by the City of 
Zurich. The project covers field investigations in 
12 shops with different entrance types, and 
analytical and numerical investigations (CFD)for 
complementary results. 
The emphasis of this work was on the interaction 
between the situation at tne entrance for different 
technical local solutions with other factors of 
importance like building ventilation, building 
tightness and combination with other entrances. As 
a main result for the practitioner, a lot of 
recommendations can be drawn from these 
investigations and will also serve as the basis for 
governmental guidelines. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Shop entrances should be very attractive to 
customers and therefore be as much open as 
possible, as wished by the shop owners, even in the 
cold season. From the airflow point of view, the 
outdoor climate will influence considerably the 
indoor climate, which should be designed to 
provide good comfort to the customers and the 
employees. In our latitudes this will cause problems 
in the cold season due to draft and the perceiving of 
cold air, at least near the entrance. 

Several devices have been developed to reduce 
these problems, among which the most popular are 
a wind shield using two successive doors, a 
revolving door and different kinds of air curtains 
(see Figure l). 

Particularly air curtains became quite popular in 
many countries, and different types have been 
designed in the past to prevent a cold climate inside 
the shop; they only work well if certain building 
requirements are fulfilled. 

On the other hand, a warm air curtain at an 
entrance can be seen, at least partly, as a waste of 
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energy. This is a regulatory issue in Switzerland, 
and therefore, air curtains tend to be forbidden. 

It was unclear however, whether revolving doors or 
other solutions really provide a superior energy 
performance, as it was widely believed. 

To illuminate such open questions, a project was 
initialized by the city government of Zurich, and 
sponsored by other governmental organizations in 
Switzerland. This project covered: 

• an experimental investigation of 12 different 
solutions for shop entrances, including different 
types of air curtains, revolving doors and normal 
doors. Temperature and velocity profiles at 
different locations were measured. 

• A questionnaire was prepared and filled by 
people working in these shops to assess comfort 
perceived by individuals. 

• Complementary results were obtained using 
analytical investigations for air flow through 
large openings and numerical simulations (by 
Computational Fluid Dynamics - CFD) for 
different types of air curtains and building 
parameters like tightness or pressurization. 
Emphasis of the CFD calculation was on the 
interaction of air curtains with other factors ·of 
large importance in buildings. 

• Energy losses of different entrance solutions 
have been compared. 

The case of large openings without wind can be 
treated in a simplified way, whereas the inclusion 
of air curtains or revolving doors cannot be done 
analytically; the performance of different air 
curtains and the combination with wind effects was 
studied numerically by CFD, and results for 
revolving doors are derived from experiments done 
elsewhere. 

2 AIR FLOW IN AN OPEN ENTRANCE 

First of all it is very instructive to study the flow 
behavior at an open entrance without special 
devices attached. 

Openings between an inside space and outdoor 
allow different air flows depending on the 
temperature difference between inside and outside 
and on the external wind conditions. 



Outdoor 
Indoor 

• Standard entrance with automatically closing 
door (reference case). 

Outdoor 
Indoor I II 11 I 11 : II I I 1 I 11 

• Standard entrance with air curtain blowing 
vertically from above and automatically 
closing door. 

• Revolving door with 2 s�gments. 
_,I ' 

... 

Outdoor 

Wine! shield 

Indoor 

• Wind shield (or wind lock) with two 
consecutive automatically closing doors. 

Outdoor 

Windshield 

Indoor a D 
• Wind shield with air curtain blowing horizon- ' 

tally from the sides. 

Fig�re 1: Ground plans wtth different entrance situations of interest. 

OlJTI 
a) tight b) a bit leaky c) strongly leaky 

n lr:O:[J - - ...._ -� \.--+ ,...-- � - � - -
d) with wind e) with wind t) pressurized 
Figure 2: Air flow through different configu
rations of 1-2 openings. 

Figure 2 shows the most interesting types of air flow: 
1. With temperature difference between inside and 

outside (warm inside, cold outside) and no wind: 
• If there is only one entrance, wann air leaves 

to the outside through the upper part, and 
cold air enters the inside space through the 
lower part of the opening (see Figure 1 a). Net 
flow through the'oi)ening is zero, and 
velociiics1are in the range up to 1 rn/_s. 

• If there is more than one opening on the same 
heigh�, the same occurs. in ea:ch opening. 

• If there is more than one opening on different 
height levels, air flows through the "whole 
building from below to.above (see Figures lb 
and I c ). Velocities can 'be as high as 5 mis! 
The field investigation shows that such air 
flows are found quite fre(luently, particularly 
with open stair cases or elevator wells. 
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2. With external wind: 
• If there is only one entrance: 

* not much happens if the entrance is 
small and well hidden to the wind, . 
except for some gusts that give some 
blows. 

* · if the entrance is large and much 
exposed to the wind, particularly at a 
comer of a building, wind-induced 
cross-flow through this only opening can 
occur. 

• If there is more than one opening, at any 
height, strong air flows through the whole 
building occur depending on the overall flow 

, resistmce (see Figures ld and le). 
3. If the ventilation system is run with non-zero mass 

balance (over- or under-pressurized), there is a net 
flow through the opening, but often the flow is 
still bi-directional. 

4. Combinations of the above. 
The flow profile in the opening plane can be descri
bed analytically using a simplified approach based 
on the Bernoulli equation for inviscid flow [1-3]. 
For the bi-directional flow in the case of one single 
opening the following equations (with all quantities 
in SI units) can be derived for the maximum 

velocity Umax, the flow rate V in each direction and 
the associated heat loss Q respectively, as a func
tion of the door height H, door width B and tempe
rature difference ..1T between inside and outside 

u_ •• = 0.6 20(H 12) liT 
,._ 273' 



assuming a typical opening discharge coefficient of 
0.6. And 

,,, i 
. 
V = 1/3 Umax B H = 0.2 B Hl.5 .:1T°·5 1 

. 
· 

·· J!O 5 - ·1·s Q = p V Cp dT = 230 . --- B H1. dT · 

- '273 ' ' ' 

where Cp is the heat capacity of air. The equations 
show the following dependencies: --

-
• the flow rate depends only weakly on the 

temperature difference; this means however also 
that there is a considerable flow even at small 
temperature differences. 

• the flow rate depends linearly on the door 
width, but stronger bn the door height. That 
means a door higher than necessary leads to a 
much higher energy loss. 

• the heat loss depends also strongly on the 
temperature difference (prop . .:1T1.s). The 
energy problem increases progressively with 
lower outdoor temperature. ,; 1 ' 

Figure 3 shows some of these· relationships. 
The field investigations have shown that at the 

'.;;entrance often cold air only is entering the building 
(at a balanced ventilation system). That means that 
at some other locations in the building the same 
amount of warm air is leaving. 1 ' 
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Figure 3.• Bi-directional flow through single 
opening per width of 1 m. Above: Flm'v rate vs; 
temperature difference. Below: Heat loss vs. 
temperature difference. Each dependence is 
shown for three door heights. 

This situation is encountered frequently in old 
multi-storey buildin$s, �ost probably due to leaJcy 
windows, elevator wells and so "on. -

In those cases the losses can be much higher. The 
analytical treatment presented above can be 
extended easily to su�h cases [3] to demonstrate the 
importance 9f preventing such effects. Two 
openings ary assumed at ,different height levels; the 
upper one stands for all the distributed leaks. 
Figure 4 shows similar losses for opening sizes of 

2m2 at the lower and 1 m2 at the higher level. 
This example shows that for the same entrance �a 
the loss increases from 11.5 kW for the tight 
building (door height of 2m and temperature 
difference DT of 20K in Figure 3) to 60-80 kW for 
the leaky building (for height differences within 
15-25m and DT of20K in Figure 4), depending on 
the height of the second opening. This is not an 
example of an unrealistfc acadeffiic case, biii s11ch 
flow and loss rates wefo indeed found in one -'Of the 
12 cases for a building without intentionally 
opened windows. 
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Figure 4: Crossflow1in a building.through two 
openings at,d.if!'!rentfieig�t,s� Jth()v_e: Flow rate 
vs.·heightdifference. BeJow: ff.cat loss vs. height 
dijf_eren�e. E_ach dependence is shown for four 
temperafH�e d!f!ererices. 

3 •. FIELD INVESTIGATIONS 
J .: 

The fi�ld studies .at different types of entrances 
should give an overview of the practical impor
taI,lce of several possible influences. 12 shops and 
department stores of different size downtown 
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Figure 5: Posit�oning of temperature monitors. 
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Figure 6: Temperatures in the example of Figure 
6 at locations 4-6, 1 m from the revolving door, at 
heights of 0.02m, l.5m arid 2.8m. 

In front of table A Near entrance · Behind table A 

Height 

2.8 rn 1 
Measured 

0.08-0.15 mis 
Average Measured 

0.1 mis 4 

.. 
Avemge Measured ' Average 

0.2 mis 7 0.06-0.12 mis 0.08m/s ·: Q':.f ·9,3 mis 
2 0.1-0.2 mis 0.1 mis s 

·

w;>s:o.22 rivs 0.15 mis 8 0.05-0.12 mis o.osm1s 
,. 

l.5m 
3 0.01 .. 0.2 mis 0.1 mis 6 ... 0:1-0.3.mts 0.15 mis . 0.1�:2.s�, 0.2 mis 9 0.02m 

Table 1: Measured velocities in the above example at monitor points 1-9. Values exceeding 0.2 mis are 
highlighted. 

Zurich have been chosen as test c'ases. Standard 
entrances, wind shields with double door entrances, 
revolving· doors lll'ld air curtains of different kinds are 
found in these shops (see Figure 1 ). ·. 

During half a day in the cold season a number 'of 
investigations were carried out: 
• temperature measurement at 10 locations 

(different positions and different heights, usually 
0.05m, 1.5m and 2.5-3.0m, see Figure 5) during a 
couple of hburs, · 

• flow visuaiization around the entrance by smoke, 
• velocity measurements by a portable anemometer 

at several locations of interest, handout 9f a 
technical questionnaire to the technical staff, and 
a comfort questionnaire to the employees, 
altogether 40. The latter contained specific 
questions about their comfort feeling (frequency 
of d�. perception of the presence of cold air and 
so on): · 

Figure 5 shows.the positioning of the.temperature 
monitors near the entrance in one case with . ' . . 
revolving.door. Figur�6 sbows the measurement 
positions in the groun� plane in this case.' 
Table I shows the mea8ured· velocity values. In this 
C'iSe ouly moderate values were found. 
Figure 7 shows an example of the three monitor 
points near the revolving door. This result shows 
clearly that cold air is found inside the revolving 
i:Joor near the entrance, despite the fact that warm air 
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is added to the cold air from the circumferential wall 
of the revolving door. 
Results: 

I • 

Generally, the reported !1lllge of comfort in �he 12 
investigated shops is very wide and corresponds to a 
large extent to the measured values of the air 
temperature and velocities in the shops. 
Complct� satisfaction was never fo�nd, but this 
cannot be expected regarding human comfort feeling. 
Nevertheless' some shops report very little conifort 
problems; whereas in other shops the entrance 
situation leads to heavy complaints. 

. 

In any case, working places (which are cashiers in 
most cases, e.g. p lace A in Figure 6) should be 
situated as far as possible from the entrance. If a 
placement close to the entrance cannot be avoided, a 
local protection shield' like a low wall from the floor 
to a height of 1.2m should be installed. 
The tightness of the entrance is obviously a' primary 
problem. The doors are very often quite leaky even 
when closed. Cold air can enteo�t b.igh velocities (l-
2m/s). This was observed also at. revolving· doors. 
Air,curtains.are often used to separate �e indoor 
climate from the.-outdoor climate: It was found in 
some cases that ihe .air curtains did nou.vork 
properly. Reasons are: 
• The existence of more than on� entrance will 

dete�orate
, 
the s�ielding.�rfonnanceJn two 

ways: 
:::···'' 



* if the entrances are at different height ,Jevels, 
there will be a thermal pressure difference 

* if there is wind influence, there will be a wind
induced pressure difference 

In 9oth cases there can be strong air draft between 
the entrances even with air curtains. 

• A leaky building can lead to net flow across the 
air curtain 

• Over- or under-pressurization due to a (often 
intentionally) unbalanced ventilation system. The 
net flow through the entrance can deflect the air 
curtain allowing cold air to enter the shop. 

The air curtain itself is also causing air flow that can 
be felt as draft even when working properly. The 
same holds for revolving doors due to the rotation. In 
some cases air curtain parameters are not well 
chosen: too low mass flow and supply velocity are 
often observed (and sometimes also unnecessarily 
high). Sometimes the air curtain is not placl".d close 
enough to the entrance oi: only covers the entrance 
partly, which allows cold air to enter the shop. 
Furthermore it is often not taken into account that an 
air curtain at the entrance is interacting with the 
indoor climate 
• A warm air curtain is contributing to the heating. 

Then, sometimes people are opening windows in 
upper floors because they feel too warm! 

• Over-pressurization can b)ow .away the air 
curtain. 

It was also found that wind leads to �raft inside the 
shop even if only one entrance was present, if the 
entrance was situated at the comer of a building. 
It. was widely believed that �volving doors would 
provide the better solution in any case without 
problems. However there are also some practical 
problems found: " 
• Revolving doprs without local air .heating of any 

kind will transport beside people also cold air into 
the shop. 

: . ! • The rotation is inducing draft in a distance of up 
to4m. · 

• They are very rarely air tight. 
. . • Standby rotation (without pi!ople passing by) 

· :� : :deteriorates•thC'inside comfort and energy 
·' : performance. 

-. · Very often a:revoiving:door is accompanied by a 
; ' standard door. Many people ·ate using the 

standard door as they are afraid.to use the 
revolving door. The shielding effect is then 
evidently, bypassed. 

4. :NliMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS '' 
The field survey made it possible to compare the 
importance of the many factors influencing the air 
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flow around the entrance and its impact to the.feeling 
of c·omfort. 
If is however very difficult to get compl�te flow 
pictures experimentally in a shop at different 
situations. Also tile perfonnance of different 
solutions for the entrance regarding comfort and 
energy loss can only be compared in a real setup in a 
test chamber or numerically, as all the real shops are 
different. 
Therefore a large number of numerical simulation 
has been made for different entrance designs with 
simple doors, double doors, witli and without air 
curtains of different kinds, with tight and leaky 
buildings etc. The emphasis of the CPD calculations 
was not a determination of the direct air curtain 
parameters (this was done e.g. by Lam et al. [4]) but 
on the interaction of air curtains with other factors of 
large importance in buildings. 
A numerical model of a reference shop (12X:25m2 

floor area, 3m high, several storeys in some cases) 
was set up with different entrance configurations of 
always the same opening size of l .6m width and 
2. lm height. In any case an outdoor volume of at 
least 50x2Sx50m2 is included in the calculation 
domain. For the models with leaky buildings the 
outdoor air space exteqds around the building .. 
Much care must he taken however to ensure grid
independent _solutions due to the complex air flow 
associated with air curtains. The numerical models 
c�nsist therefore or' as many as IOO'OOQ to ;?00'000 
cells. For the solution of the transport equations the 
commercial code TASCflow was used. 
From these calculations mass and energy flow 
through the entrance were deduced for tight and 

Figure 8: Above: Proper shielding by air curtain. 
Below: Air flow pattern when an opening to 
outdoor in an upper floor is opened (instant view of 
a transient simulation). 



.. 

leaky buildings. These calculations could be 
· extended to different wind situations if wished. 

In the following, the results fqr s.ome cases (,>f 
particular interest are shown. All the simulations and 
loss values are for a temperature 'difference o� :20K 
between inside and outside, · 

Cascl 

The first case shows an entrance with an air curtain 
blowing vertically from above. The parameters like 
mass flow (3000m3/h), velocity and exit angle are 
chosen such that a good shielding between inside and 
outside is possible (Figure 8 above). The energy loss 
is about lOkW as compared to 19.5 kW without air 
curtain. 
If however the building is leaky or an opening in an 
upper floor is opened, then the air curtain is not 
reaching the floor anymore but is deflected to the 
inside of the shop, and cold air,can enter the shop 
along the floor. Warm air is leaving the building 
through the opening in the upper storey (Figure 8 
below). 

-

In this case the energy loss i's 29 kW;· without air 
curtain the energy foss is 36kW� There is some loss 
reduction·due to i.he presence of the 'air curtai.O but it 
is obviously not worklng pfo�erly. : 

Case2 

The second case s�ows an department store with 
over�pressure in �he main floor. The supply rate is 
much higher than the return rate. The_ difference 
volume rate is flowing through the entrance to the 
out�ide, and the air, curtain is blown right a.':"ay. 
U:nfortunate\y .this is not the end of the story_, but 
coJd air can still enter the SllOP along the floot (see 
Figure 9). This behavior was.found in a rt:al store 
and was also reproduced numerically. 

... 

9f .. the t\VC? :vl.ane jets blowing-against �ch other is 
goo�; i:qld air "still-_c;:i.n e11ter the room through the 
horizontal spacings between the columns and the 
inside y;all of.the.door frame on.both sipes (see 

. FigrirelO). , -� .·. ,· 
- . . 

· 
. 

. ' I · .. . . I 

Case4 
This case shows an entrancb with an air durtain 
blowing vertically from above. The air supply was 
mounted at a distance of 0.6m from the entrance 
allowrng;cold �to �nter along the -�wo sides (Figure 
11). 

. . 

Again this behavior was found in one of the field 
. � : ' , ... ' .: '. ; . . : ' . ' 

cases. 

The. Ia�ter �wo el'ample� show clearly the imponance 
of the geomettjcal arrangem.ent beside the ventilation 
parameters. , . .  n 

. ,. 

Figure 9: Over-pressurized shop with air curtain 
blown away. 

Case·3:,�·--

·� The third :S:ase shows an double-door.entrance with 
'an air curtain blowing horizontally from the sides. 
The air is blown froirl two ve1'ical, free columns 
which suck in ajr from the inside of the sho� 011 the 
back sides ofttie folumns. Even when tlle'$hie1i:ling ' 340 

•. r Figure 1' 1� • Veftically blowing air<:uttain; ·mounted 
at a distance of0.6m to the opening arei2.i Coliilair 
can .enter alongithe.-two. sides. ·.·• i '." 

Conclusion8 from ihe num�ricaJ sfulul�ti�.is:' 
, The simul�tio� en,ab�rs to ideptify .thp· 

l���\o�-and 
the stre.ngth of ��lllf P!1 probl�iµs (i,e. are!lll o{ draft 
or cold air) and to .d¢ve the en�rgy Jos� fi:o.m. �e 
resulting fields, even for complex sihlations with air 
cu���-�� I�� b�il�ing,�, ���re ,s�mpie' �ctl�tical 
treafiflent IS not anymore applicabJe. 

.. .,· '  ,• 1, - ii " . •  



The examples demonstrate clearly that even quite 
strange behavior of an air curtain can be explained 
by'studying the numerical results; 
The heat loss with well working air curtains in a tight 
building depends mostly on mass flow, velocity, exit 
angle and geometricrJ parameters of the air curtain 
allowing good and tight cove1ing of the whoie 
opening area. 
There is no significant. diff<�.-c.nce between vertically 
and ho zontally blowinf� · · cmtn · ns if both are 
covering properly the erilnmce c,penillg, which 
depends mainly on the geometrical layout and on an 
inilia1 ve ocity • f out 5 .. 7 's. Tile '1! a loss of an 
air curt.1Ln at modem , lm1 ra e� 2 }��000m3/h), 
as they can bF,: used in quit.e tight \:•uiklings, is about 
7-13 kW. This figure has to be cm;,-pru:ed ":o the loss 
of 19.5kW for the opening with sliding doors only 
(see Table 2). 
The use of a wind lock withoi1t air cu1tain leads only 
to small loss reduction (from 19.5 to 18kW) when all 
the doors are open. The advantage of the wind lock is 
its better performance at low user frequencies if at 
least one door is closed. 

5. ENERGY LOSS 

It is quite interesting to compare the energy losses 
associated with different solutions for the entrance 
situation. 
The vii.Ines used here are derived from various 
sources. The energy losses with free openings are 
taken from the analytical fomtulae. These values 
agree well with those from CFD and with 
experimental values as far as available [5]. The loss 
vii.Ines in combination with air curtains were derived 
from the CFD calculation, but agree also well with 
experin .ntal values [internal reports]. The values for 
revolving doors are derived from experimental 
values [internal reports]. 

Tabie 2 aiJrj Figure J 2 >Sh11w data for a tight huilding, 
Ta Ii': 1 an i:nrre 1' f � :. lem. bu·1 ' g. 'l�o leak 
is Nl ' ?ening of 1.4 12 t a hei 1t of' 11 . A the 
)Qs� v111ue;; are for a �emperature d mnce of 20K 
bt:L �{e-:,:n insid� an<l outsi�le. 
The em:anr:.:: w.idth i& 1.6m aud th� heighl 2.lm. The 
diameter of foe revolving docm is 1 rg r, the ti ;msfer 

. . capacity fpr people i!: however i>m;lller than for ,the 
•, ,mmnal entrance. · 

The basic values are those•foJ"fulJ load, i.e. the 
moving doors .are always open, j.e. for very high 
person fr�uencics. It makes sense from the e11�rgy 

. ·and comfoct point of view to let the moving doors 
:close when not used; For this case values have been 
ileri.ved for the energy loss at a single perso�'s'' 
passage. '' 

· · · 

The�e· values ·are: based on �· �stimated effective · '  '" , . ,' ; ' ,, . ,· 

opening time. For a' single sliding door for example, 
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WldU'I of Loos rale sin ..... --..... 
p ... all' FuU load Tlmo (oloa1,lnts..ct 

m klV 'II . •kJ 
AU!om. Sl<lrM dOOl 11.sm. ,,, 111.5 ·100' • ' • '78 
R6v. 11001' r4.zm "'.seam&tJtll I.Ii 13 67 - lliO P,ov.,!l.'!.'!!:19.�cn, 2 •!!t!!l•.!!i -..£� 17 87 - 350 
Wind lock wUh 2 A8ll 1.(1 18 92 l!.S 45 
A!J hcflzl>nW ,;«.AS!> 1.8 \3 ID • !2 l\C ve111CBL •To<. /\SD t.e '10 5i • '° 
AO vertical c001 /ISO u 7 38 • � 

Table 2: Comparison of energy loss for tight 
building, reference entrance shaded. 
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Figure 12: Energy loss vs'. user frequency fof tight 
building. 
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7s are passing by fr,om the beginning of the opening 
process 'until the moving doors are closed again� The 
effective time during which the fully developed. flow 
is established through this opening, is estim�ted to 
4s. in the case of 2 consecutive doors this time is 
significantly smaller; a villue of 2.5s was assumed. 
For a revolving door, the air exchange of almost one 
full segment was assumed as the loss for one 
person's passage. 

· 

The energy loss for a high number of people is not 
simply a linear function, but the rate of increase is 
successively decreasing Wltil the curves finally 
approach asymptoticruly the steady-state values of 
the fully open cases, due to the increasingly ' 
simultaneous passages of some people. 
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For the 3 classes of entrances, "single opening" (with 
any kind of air curtain), "two consecutive doors" and 
"revolving door", three different functions describing 
the estimated simultaneousness have been used. 

Figure 12 shows the loss values as a function of the 
customer frequency. The cases with air curtains 
show much smaller losses than with revolving doors 
for low person frequencies. For a leaky building this 
picture changes dramatically (see Table 3 and Figure 
13). The big advantage of the revolving door is 
theoretically complete separation of the inside and 
outside space. The energy loss is basically unaffected 
by the leaks in the building. Here some additional 
loss was assumed due to some leaks in the revolving 
door itself. In all the other solutions the energy loss 
is in the range of 80-IOOkW. In a leaky building, the 
revolving door is the best solution from the point of 
view of energy loss. 

In practice it is important to take care of the cold air 
which is entering the inside space when the 
revolving door is used. An air curtain attached to the 
revolving door makes sense if there are working 
places near the entrance. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

There are conclusions at several levels that can be 
drawn from this study. 

The agreement of the CFD results with available data 
demonstrate the ability to deal with these types of 
cases if sufficient care is taken. 

From the study as a whole, the following items have 
been identified as the key factors for the design of an 
entrance obeying basic comfort and energy 
requirements: 

• Building tightness 

• Combination with other entrances 

• Correspondence with building ventilation system 

• Position of entrance (low wind exposition) 

• Entrance size (as small as possible in winter, 
particularly as low as possible) 

• Doors which are tightly closed when not used 

• Additional equipment (revolving door, air 
curtain) that is well designed and is made sure to 
work properly 

Several consequences from these keywords are 
discussed in the field investigation chapter. 

Every entrance is associated in the cold season with 
problems regarding draft and cold air which are 
enhanced in a building with several openings at 
different height levels and the presence of wind. 

Recommendations for the designer 

Mechanical solutions like wind shields or revolving 
doors may reduce the draft problems. For a 
satisfactory comfort situation near the entrance, a 
combination with some local heating is necessary. 
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Tight building: 

At low person frequencies, a wind shield with two 
consecutive automatic doors is a big improvement 
compared to the simple entrance, if the closing 
mechanism is optimized (i.e. closing fast). 

At high frequencies air curtains may provide good 
comfort conditions when optimally designed. 

It must be realized however that also air curtains 
induce strong air currents that can be felt as far as 
l Om or more. Therefore the supply temperature must 
be ensured to be high enough in order that high air 
velocities are not accompanied by low temperatures. 

It is also important to consider the interaction with 
the standard ventilation system of the building as a 
net flow through the opening will influence the 
perfonnance of the air curtain, and the local heating 
of the air curtain can contribute substantial heating to 
the shop. 

Leaky building: 

In a very leaky building or in building where some 
entrances are strongly exposed to wind influence, the 
only efficient means for good comfort inside is a 
revolving door. The door must be very tight 
however, and a combination with local heating is 
strongly recommended. This can be achieved _by 
warm air supply within the revolving door, or an air 
curtain attached closely to the door frame on the 
inside of the building. 

If the described solutions cannot be realized, 
working places have to be moved away from the 
entrance or they have to be protected against draft 
and/or equipped with additional local heating. 
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